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STATEMENT
Return to our hometown in the city of Seoul:

The road-to-Seoul conversion to coexistence grounded on
the cross-over ecosystem, historical and cultural and industrial
Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice*
Republic of Korea
January 17, 2019

In 2019, Park Won-soon, who is a mayor of Seoul, has recently announced that the Seoul
Metropolitan Government (hereinafter, the “Seoul City”) will be going to make a review of its project,
formally “Urban Regeneration Project in Sewoon Commercial District” over the Eulji-ro areas. As a
matter of fact, the Seoul City had previously announced this project for increasing new housing supplies
with deregulation on the restoration and redevelopment in downtown areas; many [re-]developers have
been meaning to do a land-office business and to rush into the project business over the Sewoon
Commercial-districts; and many citizens are concerned about that, in urban ecosystem near the Cheonggye creek, a variety of small traditional-industries are going to be dismantled soon.
Meanwhile, these merchants who were a small business owner had already fallen into breaking
up in accordance with that project of tearing down buildings in the commercial district. And we urged
a more fundamental countermeasure to secure our business right for originative properties & goodwill
for effective assets, rather than the City’s driven resettlement policies on financial relief. Still, our claim
was ignored by the Seoul City like a footstool, and it condoned policy failure in its project of civilized
development; henceforth, the City could misguide this project by its incorrigible practices. Now and
hereafter, the Seoul City should make a full effort to do civil-centered restoration projects and the
socioeconomic development based on legal frameworks—in uniniquitousness—for such an affected
class, with taking measures to preserve and improve our urban structure, historical and cultural and
industrial, and with cutting it off governmental preferential treatments of one’s having put it in profitmaking business projects, on the redeveloper’s hand. In the same vein, we can take into account the
following concerns:
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1.

The Seoul City’s measures for protecting the urban ecosystem of industrial structure
are fixing to end in failure.

In 2014, the City changed the Urban Improvement Accelerable Project in Sewoon Districts
into this regeneration project—to make old commercial districts regenerative with segregation and
maintain by connecting conventional industries and advanced technologies; to make preservation of
historical remains, maintenance of cultural resources, and developmental reorganization of industrial
structures; and in order to take step-by-step measures for resettling local residents and small merchants.
The reason is that it had been difficult to protect this sophisticated ecosystem—evolved from
industrialized structures—from a steamrollering method of megalopolitan demolitions in the name of
“slum clearance” of past days.
But then that kind of the Seoul City’s measures have pulled the circumvention of its protection
against the affected merchants’ property loss, its making the incentive program of Floor Area Ratios
(F.A.R.) for redevelopers. In fact, that resettlement measure was ineffectively taken by its poorly
making up for our losses, those of us, such a small merchant, who might not only be selectively offered
just at twenty percent for merchants but be insufficiently supplied with temporary working space for
machinery. This countermeasure, hence, need to fall under ecological properties of industrial
accessibility and business partnership in that the affected aggregation ought to fully migrate to
neighboring working space. Still, its resettlement measure cannot help dismantling this aggregation, as
breaking a herd of the other merchants at eighty percent just like that: How come the City under the
name of “Citizens Hall” dare insist on the countermeasure based on only the twenty percent
headstrongly? This Circumlocution office still gives us a bum steer.
In order to protect and reorganize the urban ecosystem of industrial structure the Seoul City
had ever clarified, not only had better it at least support the affected merchant with a settled business
place, but also it had best ensure an expanded working space for this originative aggregation.

2.

The poor result, such a low rate of the affected merchants’ resettlement, is meant to
invalidate the Seoul City’s regeneration project for sustainable development, and our
vision for the future had gone.

The City’s protective measure of the urban industrial ecosystem stands too far—but near that
F.A.R.! The F.A.R. data we have investigated show a result of the fact that in value, the Seoul City may
give redevelopers a high priority of incentives worth USD 42 million dollars (KRW 47 billion wons);
that in size, their given sites in this project can be quadruple magnitude more than industrial sites in the
downtown area. As the following chart.

Chart. Estimation of Resettlement ratios & Market values to incentives
Regenerative Sites
in Sewoon Districts

Merchants

Aggregate Incentives

(who are a tenant)

(i.e., Temporary working place + Urban Industry + Priority Distribution)

(under the name of zones)

Resettlement Ratio

Floor Area Ratio

Building Area Size

Market Value

(%)

(%)

(ft2)

(million USD)

15

85

83,994

42.19

25

90

98,793

48.54

3-1 and 3-4 and 3-5
zones
6-3-1 and 6-3-2
zones

(*Source: the Seoul borough of Junggu-Office)
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In regard of the Sewoon District to 3-1 and 3-4 and 3-5 zones, the urban industry carried 10%
of all the current established sizes—in effect, the temporary working place partly carried only 20% for
some dismantled merchants, whose the resettlement cut in just 15% of all the affected merchants. That
meant the Seoul City’s preferential measure for redevelopers like a property magnate. Rather than the
countermeasure to resettle merchants. Thus, the lion’s share problem of incentives—when it comes to
the City’s current incentive program, though the incentives can be basically defined as a reward for
extraordinary contribution or tolerance—is still playing upon an iniquitous accelerator pedal.

3.

To do our business in the light of day, the Seoul City must obviate that kind of
deregulatory renovation (as a part of the central government’s “[de-]regulatory innovation [sic]”
regimes), a reflationary measure that has been given [re-]developers for preferential
treatments involving them in development gains.

The past years saw that ordinary citizens like us couldn’t beat this system. As a result, of the
City’s countermeasure, on the basis of that structuralist economics, made of pump-priming means, by
means of taking any urban redevelopment projects that have come along with bureaucrats, gangsters
and magnates, shall have yet to return to our hometown in Seoul, at least, for me, etched in my good &
old memories: the remarkable cross-over characteristic of historic architecture, cultural heritages, and
industrial revolutions near the Cheong-gye creek; the astonishing sophisticated ecosystem of industrial
backstreets and harmonious, innovational and traditional technologies is creating a historical Miracle
on the Han River. But then after that, this harmonious coexistence has been, now and here, going a more
and more glimmering of twilight zones, without hope and despair, of inclusive growth, without
innovations and changes, day by day, of gloomy days. You like it here? The sun of the Seoul had
set; ’twas the rising of the Moon.
Today’s urban regeneration project in that Seoul is highly misled by unduly deregulation on a
redevelopment safeguard against excessive housing supplies—on the contrary to this township-based
line limited to 60% housing ratio the City had ever pledged, it changed over this threshold to 90%
housing ratio—within commercial districts. It might have persecuted small merchants just like that.
Regretfully, the Seoul City as well as the Moon’s regime have thoroughly operated on the basis—not
of this principle, not of the affected aggregation and merchants, but of one’s expediency—for
[re-]developers for a property magnate’s sake; in their regulation reform, we have got to pay attention
to the affected merchants’ business right, or as always someone had no choice but to jump down out of
that status quo. Therefore, we insist that they must at least obviate magnanimous preferential treatments
and related profit-making business projects. In order to do this, the government will have to abrogate
these iniquitous provisions:


To eliminate the [re-]developer’s own private right of eminent domain on compulsory execution;



To eliminate exemption on the [re-]developer’s obligation to the overcrowding development tax
levy and to the expanding social infrastructures, (e.g.), parking lots, both safety and educational
facilities, and etc.;



To eliminate reduction and exemption on the Restitution of Development Gains Act, on which
[re-]developers fall under exception principles.

“Return to normalcy.”—Warren G. Harding
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